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This handbook will outline and explain the primary procedures and policies related to
working at the McMindes Hall desk. All employees who may be working at the desk
should familiarize themselves with the contents of this handbook.

APPEARANCE
Please remember that although McMindes Hall is home to several hundred residents, the
desk is still a place of business. YOU may be the first and only contact someone may
have with the university. That contact may be with parents, alumni , prospective stud ents ,
or even politicians and government officials. It is therefore very important that you
maintain an appearance and an attitude of professionalism while you are at the desk. The
following tips will help assure that you maintain this image:
o

DRESS: Dress appropriately for this place of business. Be clean and well groomed.
Don't come back from a gym class all sweaty and wearing your workout clothes.
Plan your schedule so you have time to change before your shift. Shorts are
permitted in warm weather as long as they are hemmed (no ragged cut-off).The only
sweats permitted to wear are fashion sweats or FHSU sweats that are not worn out or
ragged. Also , do not wear T-shirts advertising beer , alcohol , or having obscene or
suggestive imprints. Clean jeans, slacks , skirts , or dresses are appropriate attire.
Footwear should also be worn at all times-this is for your protection as well as
appearance as we often have broken glass, slivers , and tacks on the floor in the office
area.

o

MANNERS: Remember that you are here to help the residents, not the other way
around. They pay our salary by living here. Be of assistance (within reason) any way
you can. You will receive many requests and some of them will seem pretty weird
(so try not to laugh at them!). Go out of your way to find out an answer or some
requested information. If you do not know or cannot find the information that they
need , try to find someone for them who can help. Be aware and alert for people
standing at the front desk waiting for help who assume you see them , for example;
when your doing mail sometimes you are not able to see the whole front desk. No one
should have to yell for your attention. Also try to call people by their names
whenever possible. This gives us an appearance of providing personal service.

Be conscious of how you are appearing to the person on the other side of the counter.
Don't' slouch down in the chair with your feet propped up on the desk! No one wants to
look at your feet. Maintain an appearance that gives the impression that you are ready to
be of service.
o

EATING: There will be times that you may need to eat at the desk because your
schedule conflicts with the cafeteria hours. This is permitted, provided you do it with
discretion. Don't answer the phone or talk to a customer with your mouth full of
food. Throwaway your trash and carry away your dirty dishes when you are done.
Especially on the weekends, carry pizza boxes, thrown away food, etc. to the trash
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room. This privilege will be taken away from the person(s) responsible for leaving
food or trash.
D

TV, RADIO, MUSIC: You may listen to the TV, radio , or music while you are
working, provided that the volume is kept to a minimum and it does not interfere with
your attention to your job. A customer should never have to compete with the
volume of the TV or radio to be heard. Also remember that you are in a public area
with many different ages and types of individuals passing through, so be careful not
to be listening to or watching programming containing profanity or obscenity. Do not
wear headphones while working at the desk. Keep in mind that music and TV
privileges can be revoked if it becomes a problem.

o

PERSONAL PHONE CALLS: the desk phone may be the only means of contact
with the staff and a resident in need of assistance. A life-threatening situation could
literally depend on being able to get a call into the desk. Therefore, limit personal
calls. If you receive a personal call at the desk, it would be best to tell the person that
you are at work now and to arrange a time to call back after your shift is over.
Likewise, if you are chatting on the phone it does not appear you are available to help
people at the counter.

o

PHONE ETIQUETTE: Your appearance over the phone isjust as important, ifnot
more so, than your appearance in person. Always answer the phone by announcing
that the persona has reached McMindes Hall and give them your first name. Then
offer to be of assistance to them. For example, you might say, "Hello, McMindes
Hall. This is ...How may I help you?" Do not play games with the phone. While it
might seem funny at the moment to answer the phone using another staff person's
name or some bogus name, your really do not know who is on the other end of the
line. It would be very embarrassing for you to have to explain to the president or
another administrator why you were answering the phone like that. Just as with the
service counter, a call to our desk phone may be the first and only contact a person
has with McMindes Hall or the university. We want that to be a positive contact.

D

PERSONAL VISITORS: Personal visitors are simply not allowed behind the
counter for reasons of appearance, security, and liability. People visiting at the
counter are NOT to sit on the counter. It looks very unprofessional to have people
sitting on the counter and people who may tend to be a little timid will not be inclined
to approach the desk if they need something if there are people sitting all over it. You
wouldn't walk into a motel, a mall store, or a bank and find people sitting on the
service counter.

D

STAFF SOCIALIZING: While it is certainly encouraged and often helpful to have
staff around the office, it is really not an appropriate place to congregate for a card
game or pizza party. Staff interaction is encouraged and appreciated, but one of the
lounges or living rooms is really a better place to do this. It might also be questioned
whether or not a floor staff person who is spending a lot of time at the desk is
spending enough time on their floor.

.,

.)

SCHEDULING OF HOURS
o

PERMANENT WEEKDAY SCHEDULE: The permanent weekday schedule is set
up at the beginning of each semester. This schedule will be posted in the office and
everyone who is working desk hours will likewise receive a copy.

o WEEKEND SCHEDULE: Weekend desk hour scheduling is the responsibility of
the senior staff member on duty for each respective weekend. Sign up is often done
at the weekly staff meeting, The weekend desk schedule will also be posted in the
office.
o

EXCHANGING HOURS: You may exchange desk hours with another employee
who also has scheduled desk hours. However, it will be up to the two of your who
trade to make sure the time is exchanged. RA's and RM's are responsible for a set
number of contracted desk hours, so there will be no adjustment for hours worked
against hours paid. The only adjustments in paid hours will be in the event that
someone must miss hours due to illness, a class trip, etc. and it is unable to make up
those hours, or if extra hours are needed to cover a special event.

o

PROMPTNESS: Be on time for your shift. If you find you will be late, please
phone in, and arrange to make up the time with whoever covers for you.

SUPERVISORS ON-DUTY
During the weekdays, the Hall Director will usually be in the hall or office to assist with
problems and concerns that may arise. The Assistant Hall Director will also have
scheduled hours. In the evenings and on weekends, there will be a senior staff member
assigned on-call duty. The supervising senior staff member on duty for the evening or
weekend should be noted on the desk schedule or otherwise posted in the office. This is
the person who should be called if something happens that you cannot handle or if there
is an emergency. Do not call the Hall Director or another senior staff person who is not
on duty except in the case of an extreme emergency or if you are unable to contact the
designated staff person on duty. For routine requests regarding room or contract changes,
leave a note for the hall director to follow-up the next business day.

BEGINNING YOUR SHIPl'/OPENING THE DESK
There are two different circumstances under which you may be opening the desk:
o

IF THE DESK WAS CLOSED: Use your cash box cabinet key to get the cash box
and master key set out of the cabinet. Audit the cash box. Unlock the mailboxes.
Plug in the phone. Open the gate window enclosure.
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If you are working the first shift in the morning take the mail out of the mail drop and bag
it.
If you are working the first shift in the morning, or the first shift after supper, Monday
through Friday, go to the front lobby (west side) and get the newspapers out of the drop
box and distribute them.
o

IF THE DESK IS ALREADY OPEN: Check with the person who is going off duty
to see if there are any special messages or information that you need to know or if
there is a special project you are supposed to work on. Please relay messages that
would be helpful to the next person or leave a note for all when that information will
be applied at a later date so the next person will know what is going on. Audit the
change box. (If you wish, you can arrive a few minutes early and audit the change
box together with the person leaving).

LEAVING THE DESK DURING YOUR SHIPI'
If you must leave the desk momentarily during your shift to unlock a door, open an
elevator, etc., remove the phone from the hook, close and lock the counter gate enclosure,
and shut the outer office door, making sure that both the top and bottom halves are
locked.

ENDING YOUR SHIPI'ICLOSING THE DESK
There are three different circumstances under which you will end your shift:
o

THE DESK IS REMAINING OPEN FOR ANOTHER SHIFT: Audit the cash
box (with the person who is corning in if they arrive early). Tell the person corning
on duty of any special messages, information, or projects that they should be working
on.

o

THE DESK IS CLOSING FOR A MEAL OR MEETING TIME: Audit the cash
box and lock it and the master key set in the cash box cabinet. Lock the mailboxes
and maildrop. Make sure the lights are turned off in the middle and back offices and
close and lock those doors. Tum off the outer office lights. Take the phone off of the
hook. Close and lock the outer door, making sure both halves are locked.

o

THE DESK IS CLOSING FOR THE END OF THE DAY: Audit the cash box.
Wait until the senior staff person on duty for the night comes to close down the desk.
Assist as needed or requested with the closing down for the day.

WORKING ON PERSONAL PROJECTS
You may study or work on personal projects at the desk, provided this does not distract
from your work or there are no special projects to be completed. There will occasionally
be mailings to be addressed and distributed as well as a variety of other assignments from
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volume of the TV or radio to be heard. Also rernernber that you are in a public area
with many different ages and types of individuals passing through, so be careful not
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PERSONAL PHONE CALLS: the desk phone may be the only means of contact
with the staff and a resident in need of assistance. A life-threatening situation could
literally depend on being able to get a call into the desk. Therefore, limit personal
calls. If you receive a personal call at the desk, it would be best to tell the person that
you are at work now and to arrange a time to call back after your shift is over.
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Hall. This is ...How may I help you?" Do not play games with the phone. While it
might seem funny at the moment to answer the phone using another staff person's
name or some bogus name, your really do not know who is on the other end of the
line. It would be very embarrassing for you to have to explain to the president or
another administrator why you were answering the phone like that. Just as with the
service counter, a call to our desk phone may be the first and only contact a person
has with McMindes Hall or the university. We want that to be a positive contact.

o

PERSONAL VISITORS: Personal visitors are simply not allowed behind the
counter for reasons of appearance, security, and liability. People visiting at the
counter are NOT to sit on the counter. It looks very unprofessional to have people
sitting on the counter and people who may tend to be a little timid will not be inclined
to approach the desk if they need something if there are people sitting all over it. You
wouldn't walk into a motel, a mall store, or a bank and find people sitting on the
service counter.

o

STAFF SOCIALIZING: While it is certainly encouraged and often helpful to have
staff around the office, it is really not an appropriate place to congregate for a card
game or pizza party. Staff interaction is encouraged and appreciated, but one of the
lounges or living rooms is really a better place to do this. It might also be questioned
whether or not a floor staff person who is spending a lot of time at the desk is
spending enough time on their floor.

SCHEDULING OF HOURS
o

PERMANENT WEEKDAY SCHEDULE: The permanent weekday schedule is set
up at the beginning of each semester. This schedule will be posted in the office and
everyone who is working desk hours will likewise receive a copy.

o

WEEKEND SCHEDULE: Weekend desk hour scheduling is the responsibility of
the senior staff member on duty for each respective weekend. Sign up is often done
at the weekly staff meeting. The weekend desk schedule will also be posted in the
office.

o

EXCHANGING HOURS: You may exchange desk hours with another employee
who also has scheduled desk hours. However, it will be up to the two of your who
trade to make sure the time is exchanged. RA's and RM's are responsible for a set
number of contracted desk hours, so there will be no adjustment for hours worked
against hours paid. The only adjustments in paid hours will be in the event that
someone must miss hours due to illness, a class trip, etc. and it is unable to make up
those hours, or if extra hours are needed to cover a special event.

o

PROMPTNESS: Be on time for your shift. If you find you will be late, please
phone in, and arrange to make up the time with whoever covers for you.

SUPERVISORS ON-DUTY
During the weekdays, the Hall Director will usually be in the hall or office to assist with
problems and concerns that may arise. The Assistant Hall Director will also have
scheduled hours. In the evenings and on weekends, there will be a senior staff member
assigned on-call duty. The supervising senior staff member on duty for the evening or
weekend should be noted on the desk schedule or otherwise posted in the office. This is
the person who should be called if something happens that you cannot handle or if there
is an emergency. Do not call the Hall Director or another senior staff person who is not
on duty except in the case of an extreme emergency or if you are unable to contact the
designated staff person on duty. For routine requests regarding room or contract changes,
leave a note for the hall director to follow-up the next business day.

BEGINNING YOUR SHIPI'/OPENING THE DESK
There are two different circumstances under which you may be opening the desk:
o

IF THE DESK WAS CLOSED: Use your cash box cabinet key to get the cash box
and master key set out of the cabinet. Audit the cash box. Unlock the mailboxes.
Plug in the phone. Open the gate window enclosure.
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If you are working the first shift in the morning take the mail out of the mail drop and bag
it.
If you are working the first shift in the morning, or the first shift after supper, Monday
through Friday, go to the front lobby (west side) and get the newspapers out of the drop
box and distribute them.
o

IF THE DESK IS ALREADY OPEN: Check with the person who is going off dut y
to see if there are any special messages or information that you need to know or if
there is a special project you are supposed to work on. Please relay messages that
would be helpful to the next person or leave a note for all when that information will
be applied at a later date so the next person will know what is going on. Audit the
change box. (If you wish, you can arrive a few minutes early and audit the change
box together with the person leaving).

LEAVING THE DESK DURING YOUR SHIFT
If you must leave the desk momentarily during your shift to unlock a door, open an
elevator, etc., remove the phone from the hook, close and lock the counter gate enclosure,
and shut the outer office door, making sure that both the top and bottom halves are
locked.

ENDING YOUR SHIFT/CLOSING THE DESK
There are three different circumstances under which you will end your shift:

o

THE DESK IS REMAINING OPEN FOR ANOTHER SHIFT: Audit the cash
box (with the person who is corning in if they arrive early). Tell the person corning
on duty of any special messages, information, or projects that they should be working
on.

o

THE DESK IS CLOSING FOR A MEAL OR MEETING TIME: Audit the cash
box and lock it and the master key set in the cash box cabinet. Lock the mailboxes
and maildrop. Make sure the lights are turned off in the middle and back offices and
close and lock those doors. Tum off the outer office lights. Take the phone off of the
hook. Close and lock the outer door, making sure both halves are locked.

o

THE DESK IS CLOSING FOR THE END OF THE DAY: Audit the cash box.
Wait until the senior staff person on duty for the night comes to close down the desk.
Assist as needed or requested with the closing down for the day.

WORKING ON PERSONAL PROJECTS
You may study or work on personal projects at the desk, provided this does not distract
from your work or there are no special projects to be completed. There will occasionally
be mailings to be addressed and distributed as well as a variety of other assignments from
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the hall director. Do not plan your desk time to be your study time , because there are
usually plenty of things going on to keep you busy.

TAKING NOTES/MESSAGES
Any notes or messages that you leave for someone MUST have 3 very impo rtant pieces
of information:
1. Your name or initials
2. The date
3. The time
This is very important in helping determine whether or not the concern on the note 111ay
have already been taken care of, or in helping to clarify a note that 111ay be incomplete or
confusing to the person receiving it. Notes or messages for residents should be placed in
their mailboxes. Items for the hall director, Assistant Hall Director, or office assistant
may be placed in their mailbox or taped to the back office door. If a call comes in for the
Hall Director or the Assistant Hall Director when they are out of the office, always offer
to take a message. Remember, it is better to leave a note that is somewhat unnecessary
than to miss something really important!

CONTACTING THE HOUSEKEEPERS
Occasionally you ma y receive calls, notes , messages, or mail for one of the housekeepers.
A list of their names is located in the front desk area. Since the housekeepers could
potentially be working anywhere in the building, it is generally not possible to contact
them immediately. If the matter is urgent, you can take a message and then contact the
custodial supervisor by paging him/her on the emergency pager. The custodial
supervisor can then deliver the message to the housekeeper who is to receive it. For
items that come through the mail , the housekeepers have a mailbox that is located in the
"staff' section.

EASEL POSTINGS
The easel is reserved for posting information relevant to the general population of the
hall. Messages for individuals should not be posted on the easel. Remember to transfer
any pending announcements to the clean easel panel if you are changing postings.

OFFICE SECURITY
To help maintain the security of the office during business hours, it is suggested that the
lower portion of the main office entrance door be kept closed. This way, you will not
have people walking in and taking things without your awareness of their entry. No one
other than staff should be in the Hall Director's or Assistant Hall Director's office
unattended.

UNLOCKING DOORS/MASTER KEY SET USE
Misuse of a master key is grounds for immediate termination. If you are ever uncertain
about whether or not to unlock a student's door , check with the Hall Director or the
senior staff person on duty .
o

Staff has the right to enter a student's room with the master key only under very strict
guidelines. Generally speaking, the only circumstances under which we may enter a
room are if we suspect the resident may be in some physical danger; if we have
probable cause to believe there is a flagrant violation of hall or university policy
occurring in the rOO1l1 ; if there is a reason to believe there is a maintenance problem
needing immediate attention. Included in a related category are such things as turning
off a ringing alarm clock or clearing a phone that is stuck ringing.

o

Whenever you enter a rOO1l1 where the residents are gone, it is best to have another
staff member accompany you. Always leave a "ROOM/APARTMENT SERVICE
NOTICE" on the counter in the room so returning residents will know that a staff
member was in their room and the reason for entry. The white copy goes to the
resident and the yellow copy goes in the left wicker basket on the service desk.

o

NEVER give the master key set to anyone who is not an authorized staff member.
Although maintenance workers should carry their own master key, occasionally one
will ask to use the desk set. It would be best to close the desk and go with them to
unlock the room they need opened. If they need several rooms opened, they should
go back to the shop and get a key to use. If we give out our key set, then we do not
have it to use. If the exterminator or telephone repair person needs into a rOO1l1 and
you are certain of their identity, you can also unlock the door for them. Before going
to the room, however, it would be a good idea to first call the room and see if the
person is home and just have them come to the lobby to meet the service person and
take them to the room themselves.

o

It is never appropriate to unlock a resident's room for the purpose of playing a joke,

decorating for a birthday, etc.
o

Except as noted above , do not unlock a door for anyone unless it is her room. If you
are uncertain whether or not the person lives in a rOO1l1, ask to see a photo I.D . We
will 110t unlock a door for even a parent, brother, or sister. If S0111eone wants to place
something ill a resident's room , offer to have the item left at the desk and put a
package slip for the item in the person 's mailbox. If someone has left an item in a
resident's room, they will need to wait to retrieve it until the resident of the room
returns. The only exception to this policy is if the resident of the room has given us
prior written permission to let a specific person into the room, or the resident calls in
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a request and we can confirm for certain their identity (you can ask for their social
security number and check it with the one written on their card).

o If someone is locked out of their room , we can unlock it for them. The cost is $1.00
unless they have a free pass given to each resident when they checked in. Do not take
LO.U 's. (if the case is an extreme one, you can take an LO.U., but you need to leave
your name , and YOU are responsible for paying the charge if they do not!). Enter the
information about the unlocking in the "Unlocking Doors" section of the desk
notebook. Put the money in the "Unlocking Doors" money box located in the middle
office service desk area. Passes can be tom up and thrown away.

CONFIDENTIALITY
You will have exposure to a variety of information about residents and other staff
members while you are working at the desk. It is very important to remember that this
information should be generally considered confidential in nature. You should not go
back to your floor or sit in the cafeteria and talk about personal aspects of other residents '
lives. Likewise, you should be cautious about who and what you talk about while you are
working at the desk. You really have no idea about who may be standing just around the
comer checking their mail or whose friend or roommate ma y happen to walk by.

DIRECTORY INFORMATION
o

To help protect the security of our residents, we will only give out phone numbers. If
a resident wants someone to have their room number, all you will need to say is "Her
phone number is . .. and you can call her on one of the house phones located across
from the desk." You won't usually need to tell a person that you can't give out a
room number unless they specifically reply back that they want a room number and
not a phone number. A few exceptions to this policy can be made depending on
circumstances, but it is best to have these cases approved by the hall director or senior
staff person on duty.

o

There will be a few people who have placed a PRIVACY REQUEST on their
directory information. This will be clearly marked on their card and on the roster.
Under no circumstances should directory information on these people be given out. If
someone calls wanting a number for such a person, you will need to respond that we
have "no listing for that individual." If they are very insistent that they know the
person lives in McMindes, you can tell them again that you have no listing but that if
they would like to leave a message for the person you will try to locate the person and
get the message to them. You can later put the message in the person's mailbox.

MEDICAL SUPPLIES
A limited selection of medical supplies is available for distribution through the desk.
These supplies are provided to us by the Student Health Center. Encourage people who
are sick to go to the Health Center if it is during operating hours rather than give them
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medicine at the desk. Let people take a dose of medication with them using one of the
dosage cups provided, rather than giving out the entire bottle of a medication. Never
place a bottle of medicine that has been taken away from the desk back in the cabinetthrow it away. We cannot risk distributing medication that may have been tampered
with. Also, always offer to let people read the directions before giving them medicine.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found items are kept in the middle office work area in lost and found cabinet.
Have the person claiming the item describe it to you and tell you where it- was lost (if
they know) before returning it to them. If a found item is turned in at the desk , attach a
note to it stating where and when the item was found.

CHECKING OUT EQUIPMENT
o

A variety of equipment is available to be checked out to our residents. Residents of
other halls and those who live off campus are generally not allowed to check out
items. The items we have available to be checked out are one of the many advantages
people have for choosing to live in McMindes hall instead of some place else.
Therefore, make sure the person to whom you are checking out an item to is actually
a resident here by looking at the roster. If you check out an item to a non-resident,
you may be held personally responsible for its replacement.

o

To check out an item you will need to get some form of identification card from the
person. A student J.D. or a driver's license is acceptable. We will keep the l.D . until
the item is returned. Fill out a check out slip for the item and clip the card to the slip.
There may be a time limit for checking out certain items, Be sure to make this known
to the person when the item is checked out. A fine may be imposed if the item is not
returned on time. Give the yellow copy to resident and we keep white copy for our
records. DO NOT THROW AWAY.

o

For every half an hour an item is late, the person is charged $0.50. if the item is late,
past 30 minutes, note the date and time on the checkout sheet and notify the resident
of the charge. The resident will need to pay the fine before their I.D. is returned to
them. Upon payment, clip the money to the check out sheet and leave them in the
Assistant Hall Directors mailbox, or deliver it directly. If the resident has a problem
with this procedure you can refer them to the Assistant Hall Director.

o

Never return an J.D. to someone other than to the person to whom it belongs. Often
someone will return an item for someone else. If this happens mark the check out
form that the item has been returned and tell the person returning the item to tell the
person who checked it out to stop by the desk and pick up their J.D. If a person who
has an item checked out needs their J.D. back to eat, etc., they either need to retUTI1
the item or trade you for a different J.D.
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MAINTENANCE REPORTS
All maintenance reports are to be entered into the computer. To begin with, doubl e click
on "Lotus Notes", then go to bottom of screen on right side comer, click on and pull up
on "your name, office". Enter your ID, which is your last 4 digits of your student number,
then OK. Click on "Common" in upper left of screen. Double click on "Residential Life
Maintenance". Then click on "Create work request". Fill out "Contact information ",
reported by , phone number etc ... Fill out "Work description": unit, (McMindes) priority,
damage, room number, type of work etc ... Then fill out" Items/Notes" on what is broken
or damaged, give details on what is wrong so that maintenance can be prepared. Click on
"Submit work request" the screen will show a list of work request, double click on the
one that has a star, which should be the one you submitted. Click on "Print" make sure
the printer is on, HP Color Laser Jet 5/5M PS on //Hall/HP ColorL then OK.
o

If possible, enter the maintenance report while the resident is giving it to you, that
way they see that it is being taken care of, and you will get all of the specific details!

o

If there is an emergency, such as a broken pipe that is flooding an area, call the
Student Residential Life Office at 4245,if it is during their office hours, to report the
problem. If it is after hours the person on duty (or yourself if they are not able to be
contacted) should call one of the people on the maintenance emergency guidelines
sheet.

LIGHTBULBS
Report burned out light bulbs on the "light bulb" clip board. Please be specific about
which bulb needs replacing. Bulbs are usually replaced daily Monday-Friday by
maintenance. Do not give people bulbs to replace themselves as they can become injured
or cause damage to the fixtures if they do it improperly.

COMPUTER LAB PROBLEMS
Report computer problems as a maintenance request and follow the above procedure.

SUPPLY DELIVERIES
o

Both the warehouse and residential life maintenance personnel make supply
deliveries. Warehouse deliveries will be accompanied by a delivery ticket to be
signed to acknowledge receipt of the delivery. We are billed for what is on the ticket.
Therefore, it is very important that the order is checked for accuracy. If the supplies
are for the desk, confirm that all of the items listed on the ticket have been delivered.
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If everything checks properly, then sign the ticket and place it on the office assistant's
desk. Do not sign it if we did not receive everything listed on the ticket unless a
correction is noted. Put paper deliveries in the [Assistant Hall Director's office or
middle room] and all other office supplies on the hall director's desk.

o For housekeeping supplies, it is best to page the housekeeping supervisor and have
them check the order and let the delivery personnel in to the appropriate storage area.
If the housekeeping supervisor is not around, then go with the delivery person to the
east basement custodial supply room and have the items placed there. Confirm the
delivery ticket and sign it. Likewise, put all custodial supply delivery tickets on the
director assistant's desk and leave a note for the housekeepers that the supplies were
delivered.
o

There will be no tickets to sign for items delivered by departmental maintenance, but
you will still need to SU111InOn the custodial supervisor or open the storage room so
the items can be delivered.

GUEST ROOM RESERVATIONS/CHECK-IN
We will have a variety of different guests throughout the year. Charges and
arrangements will vary depending on the nature of the stay. Reservations for the regular
guest rooms (100 and 150) or for an empty student rOOIn are usually made in advance
through the Hall Director or the Assistant Director. The supervisor on duty can also take
care of a walk-in situation. The following are things you may need to process:

OVER THE PHONE INFORMATION: If someone calls asking about the
availability and cost of the guest room, refer to the guest rOOIn calendar and the price
sheet next to it to give the person a quote. The calendar and price sheet will be
located on the desk bulletin board. If the person would like to reserve a room, you
may again refer to the calendar to confirm the availability of the guest room, or we
can usually offer them a regular student room. You will also need to acquire the
following information:
Name:
Phone number:
Dates staying & number of nights:
Regular or guest roorn:
If they require linens: ($5 charge)
Once you attain this information, you may leave it in the office assistant's mailbox,
and the office assistant will note the appropriate information on the guest room calendar.
o

o GUEST REGISTRATION CARD:
~

If reservations were made in advance there will be a guest card already partially fill
out and it will be on the desk or it will be in cash box with a key or other instructions.
Have the person checking in complete this card. Always fill out a guest card for
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EVERY guest unless you are told to do otherwise. Be sure that you record the checkin date and your initials.
~

If the guest is a walk-in and it is during regular office hours, contact the Assistant
Director or the Hall Director to fill in the appropriate charges and assign the room.
During evening hours and on the weekends, Y9U will need to contact the senior staff
person on-duty. While you are waiting for the senior staff to arrive you may have the
guest fill out the top of the guest card. (RM 's see the RM handbook for this
procedure).

o

COLLECT PAYMENT: This will already be calculated or the supervisor on dut y
will determine the amount. The money will then need to be receipted using the gray
receipt "box." The guest receives the white copy, and the pink and yellow copy ,
along with the money, are to be given to the office assistant. For some guests there is
no charge, but you should be notified in those situations.

o

KEY DEPOSITS: If a key deposit is required, and it usually is, seal the money in an
envelope and write the person's name on the front of the envelope. Clip the envelope
to the guest card and place both in the cash box until check-out. The key deposit
must be paid separately from the room charge as it is refunded when the key is
returned.

o

BEDDING/TOWELS: These items may either be provided free, for a charge, or not
provided; depending on the circumstances. Sometimes these items will already be in
the room if arrangements for them were made in advance. Usually, however, you
will need to check them out. They are kept in the House keepers closet next to the
Guest rOOITI 150. A standard set consists of two sheets , a pillow, a pillow case, a bath
towel , and a wash cloth. You can also include one of the small bars of soap. A
blanket is generally not provided, but if you have a request for one and there is one in
the closet, you can also check it out. Be sure to note on the guest card what was
issued. Also collect the appropriate charge($5.00) if applicable, receipt the money
(using the gray receipt "box"), and put the receipted money in the office assistant's
mailbox.

o

CHECK-OUT: When a person checks out from a guest stay, you will pull out the
person's guest card and record the check-out date and your initials. Get the key back
from the person and return their key deposit to them . Make sure they do not owe any
additional money for an extended stay, etc. If they do, collect the money and process
the payment as noted above . Replace the key on the key board and write the room up
on the housekeeper's "Rooms to Be Cleaned" sheets located in middle office on clip
board on bulletin board and place the guest card in the office assistant's mailbox. If
bedding and towels were provided, they can be left in the room and the housekeepers
will get them when the room is cleaned.

RECEIPTING MONEY
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There are a variety of payments which you may have the opportunity to receipt; it is very
important that you use the appropriate type of receipt for the type of payment collected
and that the receipt is filled out correctly. We can accept cash , personal checks for the
exact amount due, or credit cards. Traveler's checks can only be accepted if they are
accompanied by cash or a personal check in an amount equivalent to the balance due; we
have no way to make change for traveler's checks . The various payments and receipts
are as follows:
1. HOUSING PAYMENTS: These are accepted for new walk-in contracts that are
signed at the desk, as well as installment payments. Only accept installment
payments if the person knows how much they owe. Receipt these payments in the
receipt book titled "Housing Contract Payments." Fill out the receipt completely then
tear out the top two copies. Give the original copy to the customer. Clip the second
copy to the payment and seal them in an envelope to be sent in campus mail to
Residential Life.
2. GUEST ROOM/ BEDDING & TOWEL RENTAL: Receipt this type of payment
on the gray receipt machine register. After completing the receipt, advance the lever
and pull out all three copies. Give the original to the customer. Clip the other two
copies to the payment and put them in the Assistant Director's top right drawer.

3. LOST KEYS/MAINTENANCE CHARGES: These payments are recorded in the
receipt book titled "Lost Keys, Maintenance, Bed Removal, Postage." Fill out the
receipt completely and tear out the top two copies. The customer gets the original
copy. The second copy is clipped to the payment and placed in the office assistant 's
mailbox. The last copy remains in the book.
4. MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTARY/ NON-DEPOSIT RECEIPTS:
Occasionally someone makes a payment for which a receipt will be issued later or for
which a receipt is not required to be deposited. Therefore, we may not have an
applicable receipt form. However, if the customer requests or requires a receipt to
document payment, we have a separate receipt book used for such purposes. This
book has only two copies and you will need to use carbon paper to make a duplicate.
Give the original to the customer and leave the copy in the book. Attach a not to the
money explaining its source and give it to either the hall director or the Assistant Hall
Director. A paid judicial board fine is an example of this type of transaction.
5. CREDIT CARDS: Credit cards may be accepted for payment. Note on the specified
receipt that a credit card was used; please write the credit card type and number also
the expiration date from the card. You will also need to fill out a credit card
authorization sheet. These are located by the receipt books and blank guest cards.
Fill out the slip completely and attach it to the receipt that you leave in the Assistant
Director top right hand drawer.
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6. GUESTROOM AND HALL ROOM OVERNIGHT CHARGE RATE:
Guestrooms 150 and 100 charge rate per ni ght is $27. Anything over three nights stay
is considered a week with a charge of $86 , example; 4 nights =$86, 5 nights=$86.
Unless specified differently by Hall Director. When a guest spends a night in a hall
room the charge rate is $23 a night. Two persons in a hall room are $14 per person a
night.

VOIDING RECEIPTS
On occasion, you m ay make a mistake while filling out a receipt, or the customer m ay
change his /her mind about something after you have already written the receipt. If this
should happen, be sure that you keep all three copies of the receipt. This includes getting
back the copy you may have given to the customer. If the receipt came from one of the
books where the last cop y was left in the book, then staple the other two copies to the on e
in the book. Write "YOID" across the front of the top cop y. If the receipt is from the
register machine, staple all three copies together and write "'YOID" across the top copy,
then put them in the office assistant's mailbox.

SALES TAX
We are obligated to add and collect sales tax on all guest room and bedding/towel rentals,
unless the person is currently enrolled as a student at this university. If the person is taxexempt for this reason, then you should write "Tax Exempt-FHSU Student" across the
bottom part of the receipt. If sales tax is applicable, refer to the sales tax chart posted
inside the cash box or calculate the current tax percentage rate and add it to the total.
Sales tax is always applied when someone is renting the Guest Room 150 , regardless of
student status.

HALL TOURS
We will occasionally have prospective students and other individuals wanting a tour of
the hall. Hopefully this has been arranged in advance, but this is not always the case. If
sonleone shows up wanting a tour you should try to contact one of the Residential
Hostesses. The admissions office usually gives their own tours, but they may stop by and
request the display room key. This key is kept in the top right drawer next to computer.
Room 110 on 1 West is the display room; no one lives in this room, but it is set-up to
appear that someone does . If someone needs a tour and you are unable to contact a
Residential Hostess, perhaps another staff member will be around the office or you can
suggest trying to schedule a time later in the day when the person can come back and a
tour guide would be available. If neither option is possible, you can close the desk for a
few minutes and show them the display room and tell them a little about the hall.

REFUNDS
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o

You can issue refunds for the laundry machines and vending machines directly form
the cash box set up for this purpose. This cash box is located in the middle office by
the assistant directors desk area in the locked cabinets. Be sure to record all of the
required information on BOTH of the ledger forms kept with the cash box. At the
present we do not give refunds for the copy machine.

o

If a resident needs a refund and has used their Student I.D., you will need to fill out a
"laundry refund" receipt (for laundry and vending machines). The resident receives
the white copy and the yellow copy should be placed in the refund cash box. Be sure
to fill out all of the information, especially the date and your initials in case the
Assistant Hall Director has follow up questions.

CASH BOX/CHANGE/STAMPS
o

The desk cash box is used for making change, selling stamps, and paying postage
due. The amount in the box should always have a balance of $150. Included in this
amount will be the cash, change, stamps, and payment slips for postage due. The
cash box should be audited and the audit recorded in the cash box audit log in the
desk notebook at the beginning of every shift. If you come up short at the end of your
shift, you will need to make up the shortage yourself.

o

Do not accept bills larger than $20 for change; taking larger bills quickly depletes our
supply of money.

o

Do not cash personal checks or traveler's checks. Students wishing such services
should be referred to the student service center in the union.

o

The only stamps we sell are for initial ounce domestic first class rate postage. The
union service center is a postal sub-station, which offers most other types of postage
stamps and services. To make it easier to calculate the amount due for stamps sold ,
there is a quantity/amount chart at the desk. The stamps are also numbered on the
back to make it easier to calculate the amount of stamps for auditing the cash box.

o

If you run out of stamps or change, contact the supervisor on duty or the office
assistant. There may be more locked up in the back office.

o

NEVER borrow money from the cash box.

COpy MACHINE AND LOG BOOK
o

The copy machine key (called a "Hecon" key) is actually a counter that plugs into the
copier coin-op to override the need to deposit coins . Various groups have an account
with us and are allowed to use this key on a billing basis. The copy machine
notebook has a section for each group that has an account with us. If someone from
one of these groups wants to use the key you will need to log the beginning reading
on the counter and have them sign the log when they get the key. Then when they are
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done you will need to record the ending reading and subtract the two numbers to
determine and record the number of copies made. The Assistant Hall Director will
send out routine bills.

o Individuals who have many copies to make may check out the key as well. Record
the inforrnation just as you would above in the.section marked "Other. " However.
when the person returns the key they must pay for the number of copies they made at
that time . Label the money with the person 's name and indicate that it is for copi es
and put it in the Assistant Hall Director's upper left drawer.

?MEETING ROOM/SOLICITATION SPACE REQUESTS
Reservations of this nature should generally be arranged with the Hall Director. We have
a standard form of approval of solicitation requests, which you can give to someone
making a request to solicit or set up a table to displa y a product or service. The
completed form will need to be returned to the Hall Director and the request will be
reviewed by a committee for approval or denial.

BICYCLE REGISTRATION
o Anyone who stores their bicycle in one of the public storage areas in the building will
need to register and tag their bicycle. If someone wishes to register their bike, have
them fill out a registration (orange) note card listing their Name; Room #; Phone #;
Bicycle type, color, and serial number. Do not forget the DATE! Also have the
resident fill out a gold FHSU Registration card which is to be sent to the Office of
Transportation in Brooks Building. The first note card should be placed in the blue
file card box . You will also need to issue a tag to them and record the tag number on
the note card. Finally, give the resident an information sheet about bike registration.
o

When a resident notifies the desk that they have removed their bicycle, be sure pull
their note card out of the file card box and write "Cancelled" on it with the date! It is
important for our records and the campus police records that our files are up to date.

ADVERTISING FLIERS, COUPONS, ETC.
These items can be placed in the brochure rack across from the desk. Do not put them in
mailboxes unless they are individually addressed. Such materials are also not to be slid
under or placed on resident's doors.

NEWSPAPERS (non-mail deliverq)
The person who works the first shift in the morning everyday and the person who opens
up the desk after supper Monday-Friday will need to get the newspapers out of the drop
box in the West Living Room. The key for this box is on the master key set. The names
of the people who should receive the papers should be written on the paper. Either put
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the newspaper in the person's mailbox or leave a call slip for them to pick it up if it will
not fit in the box. If there is a copy for the desk , write "Desk Copy" on the front of the
paper and place it in the newspaper divider at the front desk . The paper is to be read at
the des ". We do not check out newspapers. If someone wants to have a newspaper, we
can give them away after we get the new edition, provided that hall council does not want
it for articles for the hall scrapbook or displays.

FLORAL DELIVERIES
When a floral delivery comes to the desk, try to confirm while the delivery person is still
here that the one receiving the delivery lives here. It is usually best to call the person
receiving a floral delivery so they can pick it up right away. If they are not home, then
leave a call slip in their mailbox.

UPS, FedEx, AND OTHER EXPRESS AND PARCEL DELIVERIES
Parcel and express delivery services usually require a signature when delivering. The
rule we follow is that if we have to sign for something, then the person receiving it also
has to sign for it. Record the item in the mail log, stamp the date on the item, and place a
call slip in the person's mailbox. When the person presents the call slip, they will need to
sign the logbook before they can claim the item,

MAIL DISTRIBUTION (U.S. Mail)
There are many considerations and procedures to be taken into account when working
with the mail. Extreme care must be taken not to mishandle processing of the mail, as
doing so could be a violati on of federal laws. This task is likely to be the most
challenging and time-consuming responsibility related to working at the desk. Bel
are
the highlights of mail distribution:

o The mail generally arrives between 9:00 and 10:00 am, Monday through Saturday. If
you are working the opening shift in the morning, you should have the outgoing mail
bagged and ready to be picked up when the mail carrier arrives.
D

If there are postage due letters, you can pay for them out of the cash box. You will
need to stamp the letters with the date and put a call slip noting the amount of postage
due in the addressee's mailbox. Tape a note to the top of the cash box stating the
date, amount due, and person who owes the money. Put the postage due letter on the
counter to be picked up. Do not put postage due mail for which we have paid in the
mailboxes or to the person until it is paid for. Be sure to get the call slip from the
person and throw it away.
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o

If there is registered, certified, or insured mail, you may have to sign for it. If you
have to sign for it, the addressee will likewise have to sign for it to claim it. Record
all of the needed information in the mail log notebook. Stamp the mail with the date,
and put the call slip in the person's mailbox. If you are handing out mail to be singed
for, be sure to get the call slip from the person and have them sign for the item in the
log. Throwaway the call slip.

o

We do not accept and pay for C.O.D's. If a C.O.D package is deli vered, we will need
to get a notice slip from the mail carriertoputintheperson.sn1ailbox. They wi11
either need to go to the post office to pay for it and pick it up, or they will need to
leave money for it with us at the desk, if redelivery is an option.

o

Parcels, flats (large envelopes), big catalogs, and other such items that will not fit in
the mailboxes will need to be stamped with the date on these items and then put a call
slip in the person's mailbox. Put these large packages/mail in appropriate plastic file
holders in the office work area. Drawers are marked alphabetically. They will need to
give you the call slip to claim their item, just the same as with certified, insured, and
postage due mail , except that it is not recorded and is not signed for. Again , throw
away the call slip.

o

The mailboxes are in approximate alphabetical order by last name starting on the left
side while facing the boxes and going down and to the right. The name is above the
box. The box is below the name. Staff boxes are not in regular sequence; they are at
the far right end. If you are unable to find a resident's mailbox, look on their contract
card. Later arrivals may be after the "z's" at the end of the boxes.

o

To sort and distribute the mail, begin with the newspapers, magazines, and flats. The
letters will go in easier with this mail in the boxes first than the other way around.
Place these large items in the boxes so they form a "U" shape. Then you can slip the
letters inside this "D."

o

If mail comes for someone who no longer lives here it will need to either be
forwarded or returned to the sender if it is FIRST CLASS, is an item that has been
purchased, has a guarantee of forwarding or return postage, requests address
correction, or is of obvious value.

o

Any mail, regardless of its type, belonging to someone elsewhere on-campus, can be
forwarded to them by placing it in campus mail with the forwarding address written
on it.

o

Mail that does not fit the above categories can be thrown out. However, if you are
ever uncertain about whether or not to dispose of a piece of mail, it is better to
forward it or return it to the sender and let the post office dispose of it if needed.
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o

Forwarding addresses are found in the previous te1111S' card file. Be sure and check
both summer and regular terrn files. When forwarding mail, be sure to cross through
or place a label over the McMindes Hall address or else it will come back to us.

o

If an item is being returned to the sender, use the return mail stamp to indicate the
reason for return.

o

NEVER give rnail to someone other than the person to WhOlU it is addressed, unless
specifically requested by the addressee.

o

Fliers, advertisements, handbills, etc. from businesses, campus organizations,
community groups, individuals, etc. are not to be put into mailboxes unless they are
individually addressed or we are instructed to do so by a higher CaIUpUS entity.

o

Generally, we do not give out mail over the counter unless someone has a disability
that inhibits their ability to get it out of their box on their own.

CAMPUS MAIL
Campus mail comes in whenever the office assistant goes over to pick it up in the CaIUpUS
mailroorn. Likewise, outgoing CaIUpUS mail goes out when the office assistant takes it
over to the CaIUpUS mailroom. When the campus mail is brought in it is sorted and
distributed in a similar manner as the U.S. mail. However, campus mail that is to be
forwarded needs to have the forwarding address written on it and then it must be returned
to the department which sent it to have postage added if it goes to an off-campus address.
Mail that is being forwarded to another location on CaIUpUS needs to be placed back in the
campus mail.
Note that mail to Wooster Place apartments is considered off-campus mail, even though
they are located on-campus. Therefore, mail to Wooster Place lUUSt have postage.

DEPARTMENTAL MAIL
Housing receipts, contract copies, memos, etc. will also come from the Student
Residential Life Office. These items are picked up by the Assistant Director or Hall
Director. Some of these items, such as yellow copies of SCR's and maintenance tickets
go to the Hall director.

SUPPLY SHORTAGES
If you notice that we are running out of something, please be sure to let someone know
before all of our stock is gone! Some things cannot be immediately restocked. Medical
supplies, as well as copies of most of the forms used in the office, are attended to by the
office assistant. The Assistant Hall Director orders paper and copy machine supplies.
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The hall director handles general office supplies. If you are in doubt about who to
inform, just tell the hall director.

LOST KEY PROCEDURE

o

When notified a resident has lost her key, take £35 and let her know she has 2 weeks
to find the key. The deposit will be returned if the key is found during the 2 weeks.

o

Note in the small desk calendar the date reported and when the 2 weeks is over.
Include in the calendar notation the resident's name and the room number of the lost
key. Do not forget to leave your name or initials!

o

Place the $35 and the receipt in an envelope and place it in the office assistant's
mailbox.

o

In the event that a resident finds the key, make sure you note it in the calendar on
both dates (the date reported and the 2 week deadline).

o

If you notice on the calendar that a 2 week deadline has arrived for someone, send
over a maintenance report for the room lock to be changed, and notify the office
assistant so that the payment may be dealt with.
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Sample s of " Bulk Rat e" endorsements requesting address correction
and forw arding and re turn postage guaranteed. Mail of this type
needs to have the address changed or returned to sender. Do not
throw it aw ay.
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1555 REGAL ROW
DALLAS. TX 75247

ADDRESS COnnECTION REOUESTED
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_•.
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~

:'1

POSTMA STER Deliver (lnly 10 postal
cuslom er shown. If addresse e has moved,
please handle in accordance with USPS

neg. r-o 10,"'.1.
PENALTY : UP TO 5 YEAIl S or
IMPnISONMENT, for nny person who

Letters and parcels for which the person needs to sign in order to
claim are recorded on the log sheet below. 'I'h i s log sheet is kept
in a separate notebook titled "MAIL/PACKAGE REGISTER". Be sure to
complete all applicable ~n£ormation and be certain the person signs
on the correct line before releasing tlleir parcel or letter to them.
Dilte

SL~ff

Rcvd

[n; t1

Addressee

I
I

~I
__1_1

~-

--I~
- ,-

I

_I

[.D .llur.lher

Letter

I 1

Hili 1 UPS

-I~

-L

I

I

nat

Pkg

-

=1

I-

I

=l

II

I

FedEx

Addressee
Signature

Other

~~

Date
(Iii imed

-I

'1

-

.1

-1_l-II==_~_

~~-

t-

--

- - --

--

-- -

~=l
To:

-

-

--

-- - - - - - - -- - - -

--

------------------

You ha vet he f 0 110\'1 i n9 i tern ( s ) to be
picked up at the desk:
POSTAGE DUE - ~nt. Owed $- - - -

PACKAGE TOO LARGE FOR MAIL80X
FLAT TOO LARGE FOR MAIL80X
PACKAGE TO BE SIGNED FOR
LETTER TO 8E SIGNED FOR
FLOWERS
REFUND
OTHER .
_
Please present this slip to the desk
attendant to claim your item(s).
D~ t e

-----

Staff Initials- - -

-- - - -- -- -

-

-

-

The form at the left is a
multi-purpose "call slip"
used to notify individuals
that they hnve an item to
pick up at the desk.

nETURN TO SEt'JOEn
rROM McMINDES HALL

o

For Po,;laqp.

o

Address Unknown

[J

Moved No Current
Forwarding Addmss

o Moved LeU No Address
o InsufficientAddress
o Unclaimed
o p9f
Instructlons
&3nOer~

Use this
stafflp to mark
mail being
returned to
sender.

... ox at the Beginnin£ anc ~he ~:'1:: C7 ~~=:': Shi.~.

<;

Recore .... IIe Audit Information in the Scaces Beiow.
Pennies
I L .::, I Pennies
I
I
! NicK.els
I I 1.-),) I Nicke1s
I
I Dimes
. I,D I Dimes
I
I

!

IOuarte!"S

I

IChange

I

IHalves

1- I Change Rei 1s
I-

!

-+5c

I ~sn

I .:;

I ;:;'':; I: '.' ! S:!rr.:lS

I~
I l..J I ' ::

I Other
! TuTAL
I Date:

~
i Time In:

WJ_~

-?J --r,c ·

I Pennies

I I 7:>..? I Nickels
I 1(, I Dimes
I !:>~ I Oua:--:e:-s

--r

i Change Ro j 1s

I 4. c I

I Cash
!1SSt~ps
t

I

I iOiAl.
i Date:

i Tillie In:

I

I lc~

,f~

0

I Halves

i ~
i Lf I, c: I
i 1'4-? I =t+1

3

0

I ChangE

Iioils

Icc I cash

I t·Y I Sta:=s
--r I Pcstage
u 11 0 I Ct.~e!"

Due

I Y.:L.ll'/ ITOi"A!.

l

oi

I
I
I

~;:;

I

I
I

I Tillie Out:
1/ 7

Cash

C JlIQC

I

A, rr?"?

I

-+-

ae i j s

I'ltl
r

kDI

I .2~I c"i
I
I
I '-f 110
I,v~h '")

---

Due

:rOyn
.

Out:

1.//10;>

I Nickels

I
I

/ Is01

I

Ouar-..ers
I Ha lves

c r I ,-,) I cash

I

C

I

~~I~

I
I

Date:

! - .L1~

f.

I Postage DUE
-+
'-I II o I Other

c-o

--+-

Out:

and unrolled),

cash, postage

are

included in the total.

II (?::o=')
/

This form is kept in the notebook at the desk. Never throw

4'1/D away used forms.

I/lt)177

jliJiAL

I Time

beginning and the end of the

I 'f;')1 ~

Roiis

I

Til:le In:
~
Staf7 IiC!!:lE or Ir.~t~c1s: ~

should be the same at the

---+-

I -Jrf171

I IY.9- 177

The amoun t

II DD

/1.("

I ,~ '91 c '-r I $~s

I

I

/I.?..( stamps, and postage due slips

Stzm;:s
Due

ea ch pe r s on s shi ft.

shift. All chang~ (both rolled

£1L

h t> I Dillies

I Y t' I r» I c.'ange

--

I

Pcs~aQe

I

!

~sh

OUle!"
rOiAL

I Itt.2...1 /7

Ii~me
I lJ s

I o:

)!")

I

.?'K
I i>~ I Pennies

I
I
I

Halves
c.'ange

ltv

! :i cz Ie;4' I Stamos
I Postage
I T
Y
I/
(I
I Ct."ler
I
, ro : It 7 I 707 Al

Nickeis
Dimes
Qu~:-te~

I

--t- I Halves

I

1St

I{');' I
r:'l CASH BOX AUDIT FORM

!

1,,...,1 Dimes
J-1. <0 I Oua:-~e~

Pennies

~

-r

I ,., ~ I ~ennies
I 1.1 (I Nickels

ey r- I tr6

Da:e:
7- ;).)-l~
TimE :r:: ( ~
Staf7 r~ame cr Im t i a i s :

::>..-

1c

I
I

:.:1o:-:;aoe!.
.

I
I This form is to be filled out
I
I
Change
Poo
i
lsi
_'-I. 01 [1 ~7 '
I
_~---I...J...:.~~_~_---:I_~_ at the beoinning and end of
i ..f:.,"'~.t::I ICash
f..-p l([)
~

Pcs-:a9E :"ue
Otner
iOT,!:U.

I

I ;;.~. 10 if
i
-r
I 1./ 110

'l-,2/--ec

jS~ff Nace or In1~ials:

I

I
I

I Stamps

I

I

~1
~

61""M

I

Penrn es

Nicke:s
Dimes
Ouarte:-s
Haives
ChanQe Ro i : s

I

I D~ I Pennies

~

'J.,1,

i..) c,

,·~..(-:l.V..

I

I Halves

Postage Due

I FostagE ~ue
I Other

I Time 01'::

I

I Nickels
! Dimes
I Qua~ers

I Other

! Cash

l1-J I T07AL

iSt!ff Name or Initials:

J

I Halves

i S~amtls
l?es~ge Due

~

I :""'S'

/130

lie
Ii'?d
I --r- I
I SC;1.-

12:;! Oua~e!"S

I
Roll s

Ie Perscn wo:-king
is Res"o:,:s~b'le f or mak~:lS \;t a
N~v::r. BORRO..., or LOAN ;·;orj~Y or S7k~!'5 7rozr. the CASH BOX!

,J,t.('

They must be

kept in case of an audit.

FORT HA YS STATE L~'TVERSITY
Department of Student Residential Life
ROOM/ APART?,,1ENT

SERVIC:~

xeric;

To residences) of Room/ Apartment
_
This is to notify you that your room was entered by University personnel to repair, check or
attend to the following:
__Door Loc k

_Heater/ AC Unit
__Smoke Alarm
_Blinds

__Phone
__Window

3ed

Cable TV
_?ipe Leak

Cabinets/Drawer

__Turning off alarm clock
_Changing light bulbs
__Phone circuit did not clear; phone was ringing continuously
__Service by Pest Control Contractor
__Other

_

a.m.

Date

StAff

p.rn.

Time
~000109I9S

"""'Adm.. IClM.oiDw:n.'nn

~~ a room must be ente~ed and the residents are
not present, a service ~ o~ice like the one shown
above should be left on the coun~er in the room.
The duplicate copy of t his form is kept on file
in the office.

I

I
1

II

I

J

_~

Me

~

I

""

j

' E::;J ~ .~~ '

_0

~' ~.

A "FREE

r

se
~ ~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~y ~ :-~
- = : . :, .;;.-- - _

_=,.

_:-",.-

.'

~,4 4~~~~~~
fi

F
N

~M

--:/ ;R

'l/' / '

~:-'

~,

~.

-;.;. ' ;~/
/~
/

?/'lr Y/o/:~

E

rlOOM NUMBER

/

E

-:,/W

_

_

STAFF - - - - -

UN~0CKli~G"

Door Pass will be
similar to t~is
example.

E

By signing below, I acknowledge receipt of a McMindes Hall ROOM KEY, the key number of
which is recorded beside my signature. I have paid a $1.00 fee and have been informed that I I
must return the key within 1/2 hour or be charged .50 per half-hour. I will also be assessed
$35.00 if I do not return the key within 24 hours. The money will be used to replace the lock
and kev,
Signature of Resident
l)-j1J
.A3.iA~ til7~!Lia·~

REFUNU5 FORR

I

I

The form on the left is to be used when checking out any item from the desk. Fill it out
completely and get some form of an I.D. card from the person (their student I.D. or their
driver's license will work.) Clip the I.D. to the check-out sheet.
Items not returned on time will be subject to the fines listed on the right.

~~~'\) ~(D ~J CC ~

ITEM CHECK OUT SHEET
Time

Vacuum

1 hr

SO.50

DUSTBUSTER

Dustbuster

30 min

SO.50

UTILITY CART

Utility Cart

2 hr

SO.50

Jumper Cables

1 hr

SO.50

JUt'1PER CABLES

Ping Pong Items

1hr 30min

SO.50

PlUG PONG TABLE I TEr1S

Golf Items

1hr 30min

SO.50

roo L

Weight Pin

1 hr 30 min

SO. 50

VCR

3 hr

SO.50

Sports Equip

3 hr

$0.50

Cooking Utensils

24 hr

SO.50

Other Items

30 min

SO.50

TAB LEI TB·1 S

vJEIGHT PHI
VCR
CHECK OUT

Trr~E

Limit

Cost per half hour after time limit

Item

VACUUt,1 SHEEPER

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
This is the new policy on checKing items out from
HcMindes Hall front desk. In the list is the item -how long they
can cne ck it out for and the cost per half hour ouer due. I t will
be extremelg important to mark what' time the item is cnecken

COOKING UTENSILS

out.

OTHER
ATTACH STUDENT 1.0. OR
RECORD NA~1E OF RES IDE~IT
NAME:
STAFF INITIALS:
DATt::

BELm~.

If a person does not bring track an item when it is due, the
staff member collecting the item will also aSK them for the
amount due fer the checked out item. I f they do not pay then,
take the cneck out sheet with the time checked out ana time
returned written on the sheet and leaue it on
ae sx, with a
note stating that they haue not paid. J will then send them a
no tlce and I will euentually collect the fee.
I f a person chooses not to pay the fee at all, they will not
be allowed to check out any items that the uesk has auailable.
I r a person does pay the amoun t t hen the money and
cne ck out sheet needs to be placed on
ue s K.
The monies collected from ouer cne cke d out items will go
into a equipment replacement and maintenance fund,
associated with hall council.

Dp.o:;k Staff record the inform.~tion bel 0"' r , 3p
sure to use carbon paper. Pf?rson r. h .=\ n q i n q thl?
bul bs wi 11 tal<e ~rt~gLl '-:0r>Y MlrJ \.Ji 11 rF?turn i t
wi th their ...lork recordpd \olhen th.:> '.! Ip.=\\!,? "'Iork.
De s k S t a f F chec I< of f eamp 1 e t ed I,olor- k on o.J:::LSl.L~.:~L
l i s t or- give to Office Assistant for- pr-ocessillq.
Date
nepl;\cecl

t·lhieh Light.

noom/(lrea

Date
neported

~-------~--------- ---

- - - -- -

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - --1---- - - - - --- - - -- ---

I

- - - j- - -- - -- - -

I
I\

I,

- -

- -- - ---

---- ---- - -- - ---- -- ---. ------ --- --- ----

-

1---- - ------ -- -

!
I
--- __--_-l~·-----~L
- ----~=~~ ~-~~r~-~--- -- --

--,---,--I

I

i
- , -- - - - - - -

l--~------

i
i

--- - - -_. ---_._-- -

---t~--- -

-- -

-r I

I

-

--- -

I

!

I
!

- - - - -- - --------'

--- -------

--1----

-

-. - - - - - - - - -

l

I

The ·form above is used to report
burned out lights. The custodian
will change the bulbs and mark the
list when completed.

RESIDENT PERSONAL INFORMATION/CONTRACT CARDS

fo rt Hays State Uni v ersity
Residence Hall Information Card

rOt

~I

Offic(' U::;e Only

' ," ; II'~

I'hone

Please comp lete b oth sides
of l h is car d in fu ll.
·e:;., , ·
F i r,1

" "nl"

___ _ ___ .

"l l o-ur- 1'11,,,,,,'
Ih l ,n ~

)

..

. __.. _

., . 1,1" ...... .
C,l f l

_

_.

.
"

"

..

.\\.'r ir.h l ..

ltr i~ h l · .

.. _ _ .

' 011;., 1

._

. . ..

_ _ ._.. __ ..

: (h lr ,,11"'lh

<;"d;ol SrI ",i,y

..

..

.

.

H

._ _..

. __._

)" ..

; 11 ' ( ,..10·

i -J,' li llfl

t l l\

1(,,11 rrl",o,rn,·,.· 1'.1 ( h n i( (""

..

.

211,1 Cll fl ic p·

. . __. +_.

. ..

..

.

.

For of f ir c \I~C onl y

Forwarding
ill forma t i o n

I C"" I,, (\

n

T
I

('I"'d. · ill

l ." n ' I " rl
1),111'

I

,\ c1rlrr «

- - _.- - - -- Cih

.._ _.

-

-

- -- - --

-

- -- -

-

( ' 1"'1'1" " " 1

1l"lr

-

- - - - ---

1

I'",,·

.. .. __ (,h"lIr

- -_
' J.1tilln

._- - - - --

.. .

- ---- -- -_
III'

.

. ....

_

.- - - - - -

(_c~ l .

These cards are kept on file by academic year and summer term in file
cabinets in the office. Much of the information on these cards is con sidered confidential, so they are not to be made available for public
viewing.
There will be a separate card [or each resident. These cClrds are sub mit ted by the residents as part o[ their housi.ng con tra cL.
Forwarding address information is recorded at the bo ttom o [ the card
when the resident checks out. This will be your re[prence [or forwarding mail to former residents.

GU r: STHE GIS T H l\ T 10 H C l\ n[)

FORT HAYS STATE UNIVERSITY
Residence

. ~

(Please Print)

all Guest Registration

.

-~~~~~=--------~~~::;.t:=--~-=------

Name:

-+---X:~":""---....!...-~~l.od",..lt-L--- Model

_ ..........

_

Tag#

_

Signature: ~hI-Jf,of..lL.d~-~~~~=::::l~~L..----------

Scheduled Atrlval Date:

~

WJx~=I~
No. of.
Nights

Nightly
Rate

Room
Charge

\i

ASSIGNMENT-OFFICE USE

o Prospective Student/School:

o Other:

OFFICE USE ONLY BELOW

l:: Q~
tISJ=BIJ+D=LElJ=IS j=[5[] !f1SK-fN
-S u

~

Linen
Charge

Scheduled Departure Date:

Sub
Total

Room Key Deposit $_ _ Pass Key Deposit $ _ _

<:

--

Applicable
Tax

o Sheets
Paid by:

.

0
0

Total
Due
Pillow
Cash

Amount
Pre-paid

Balance
Due

0 Towels 0 Blanket
0 Check 0 Credit Card

Staff

Staff

7196/500
---~
.

Date

CHECK-OUT
Date

j

------- -

This card is used to register all guests who are staying in either a guest r00l11 or a
regular student r00I11, regardless of whether or not there is a charge. Guests 0 r
individual residcnts who are staying in the rcsidcnls 1'00111 do not fill out one of'
these.
l3e sure to complete ALL requested information. Usc the current 1'00111 rates to
calculate amount due. Initial and elate card to confirm check in. Receipt payment
on appropriate receipt form.
Clip the key deposit to the completed card and keep it in the cash box unl i l the
person checks out. Upon checkout, refund kcy deposit when key is returned.
Initial and date card to confirm checkout. Rc-Iilc the key, mark the 1'00111 down
be cleaned, and leave the card in the office assistant's mailbox.

10

RECEI PT USED Fan GUEST ROOM/NIGHTLY S'J'l\ Y & IJEDDING/'.l'OWE L. IU~NTl\J.

t7~f!/

FORT HAYS
STATE UNIVERSITY
11/\YS. KI\I-lS/\S

DOI"~~=r~si~kJ_19 :11
'-lomo

_f'J\.Q.wl €. Me. ~'\()o.es__ _ _ _ _

Addr e ss

Me. t:\', f)d&L~t

0\ \ \

- -

M~QUI.I_I_

DESCRlrllON

(b } -

/'"

( c J::-

h

l/

Ro 0"""'\ Rev-.t
.2-8- 00
;J. n8h+s @ '$19 ot>Jn0~
r:r
~/;L7-i'28
- - --

---7 Jig.J.J.~~-fu~1

must lisL room rent
and rental [or bedding/
towels separately.

(c)YO\l

-

-7 ..tl.C) . J0 ~ ..- F.H?y- s+'A4~lJt=-===]
(d }::~ ~"-'--j_;?J_,3>~3i'10

(a )-

9 \5110 d.. - -_. . TOrl\~ -Lt~ .;~

OEr!.

_~_~~.$3_I~o!~f\y}~ ____

( £ ).

(b)l3e sure to list .t.l i e
dates for which payment
has been made so there
will be no question about
whether or not they have
paid for a given night.

----3_ .QQ.-.
._- -

~

the person is 0
student of F.II.S.U.
they do not:. have to
pay sales tax if they
are staying to work on
their classes. You must
indicated their stCltus
of tClx-exempt on the
receipt.

(i1)I[

~"""I\,(,),,,,,,,,( ,,,,,, ... r, ......,

FORT HAYS

(d )'l'he a pp r op r ia t e code and
department account number
must be recorded. These
numbers call be f o urul on
l; 1\P. r e c e .i p l: reg .i s t e r
IllClchine.

STI\TE UN IVEHSITY
11/\YS. I:/\I-/:;I\S

r---- - - - -- - - - -- ----.----Doll?

!'lome

(b

_.6Uj «s.t

.2-.1

I?

1.7

L; ~A~(l_~W-----_---..- - - ---

/\ddllm~~j ~~,~~.?=-'~AMOU;:;i---RQ.o~Le.!l±_..£/2.7
~J~= ~~~=
_I
.

o-'vht --.-Gi
._ -

-

\.9 00

_

._ - --- -

.

- ._

-

--

(e).l[ the person is not a
F.lI.S.U. student st<1ying
here to work on their
classes, they must:. LJ0Y
sales tax uccording to
the standard Lax J:a l:.e.
(£)l\lwuys initial the r e ce i.p t .
te Originul Copy goes
to l:.he customer.

~vhi

.

Pink and Yellow copies
are clipped to the paymcnt and placed ill the

Office Assistant's mailbox,

II OU SING CONTH 1\C'J' P 1\ Y r~ F: NT H Eel:: 1 PT

This receipt is used when accepting instullru cnt puymcnts
when initiating a new cont ra ct at the desk .

011

housing contracts or

Th e first copy from the book goes to the custom er. Th e sec ond c o py is c lip pe d to
the paym ent and placed in the Office As si stnnls mailbox. Th e third co py remains

in the receipt book.
These arc carbonlcss duplicating forms, so be sure that the cardboard backing
sheet is in place underneath the third copy . I f the backing sheet is nol used , (he
writing presses through several layers or receipt s and makes copies 011 nil or them.
l I thc sheet is placed under the first or second copy only, thre e copi es will not he
made.

Refund Sheet (Please fill out completely)

Staff
Init.

Date

aunary
specify
Pop
Food
Machine Machine Machine
Money
Columns must add up to

Payment to
ur Batanca of all

2..:_..

_.._~ ~b__! _II \~ ~

~f - 2f12 CJ~L~i.<.~

_.:

KJ

I

£5 : ?h 2.f\.,,,,~~,j---c
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~/ '.r_~ . .J

~t;{-/J

-

Refund
Received?

Balance
(>$5 report)

Deposit

4. U '

'''' ';-.:r
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,

_- - :.-~(: ''"'""""
! It
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'/~.J(f.

__

. ;;Jc,
70
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This is what a page from the copy machine log bo~k looks
like. There is a separate page or section for each or.ganization that has an account to use the copier key. There i~
also a s~ction in the notebook to record copies made by staff
for official staff use and also a section for hall council
and cash sales. Be careful to log the entries in the correct
section so the billing will not be charged to the wrong group.
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Wh en r e g ist eri n g a
bike, rill out the
c a r d with t h e info rma tion shown on the
sample on the r ight.
Be sure the person
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If your bicycle is not removed by 30 days after the last day of spring classes, or
continued storage arrangements made with the desk, then the bicycle becomes
property of McMindes Hall to be disposed of at our discretion. We are not.
responsible for lost, stolen ', or damaged items.
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This receipt is used ror recording lost keys, mninlcuuncc charges, (Illd pos(:lge
rcimlnuxcmcut s. Generally, the desk pcrsOIl will ollly Iwcd (0 he co nce rned ;")0111
collecting lor lost kcy chnrgcs.

Tile orig inul (while) copy goes to the customer. Th e Illiddlc (pink) copy is
:llI:'lclleci (0 the payment ;111<1 pill in the Offi ce /\~,si : ;(;IIlt':j mnilbox . Th e lasl (gold)
c o py S (:' I ys in the book.
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If someone needs a receipt Lo document payment for s omo rh i n q for which
a n official receipt "Jill be generated later or [or whi c h a deposit rec e i p t is not required, one of these receipt [arms can be used.
There are only two receipt copies in this book. YOll will need to use a
piece of carbon paper to make a copy. Give the original copy to Lhe
customer. Leave the duplicate in the receipt book. 1\tt-.ach a note explaining the source of the money to the money and give it to either the
hall director or the program coordinator.
1\n example of use for this type of r e c i.p t; would be t.h e payment of a
judicial board fine.
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